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TZ-980 ADJUSTABLE FOCUS
WATERPROOF LED LIGHT

TZ980 LED flashlight Kit includes: TZ980 LED light, Wireless Remote Pressure Switch,
Mt61167 Picatinny Rail mount, MT61172-40LP Quick Release, 2 x CR123A Batteries,
1 CR1632 battery, and Nylon Pouch

Using the Light:
To use the light, unscrew the end cap. Remove the included spacer and use it to hold the 2 batteries securely. The
spacer will fit between the two batteries (insert negative end in one side, positive in the other). insert the two
CR123A batteries, positive end towards the front. You may also use a single 18650 battery in place of the two
CR123A batteries. No spacer is needed. Screw on end cap and tighten. On the wireless remote, remove the battery
cap with a screwdriver or blade. Insert Cr1632 battery positive/flat side up. Replace cover. On the flashlight,
press on the main switch until you hear/feel the “click”. You may use the main switch as a momentary switch with
slight pressure if needed. When turned on, there is a very slight delay and the light will illuminate. To adjust the
focus, twist the bezel clockwise for wide beam, counter clockwise for narrow beam. As you narrow the beam you
will notice the “focus” on the square LED, this is normal and unavoidable, at distance it is not noticeable. Once
the main switch is on, you can then control the light with the wireless remote. Press one time to activate the
remote, then use the buttons to control the light. The first button (single dot closest to the battery) is the
on/off control. The second button (two dots) is the brightness control (brighter) and the final button (three
dots) is the brightness control for dimmer/lower output. Whatever level the light is turned off with the remote it
will come on at the same level brightness with the press of any of the buttons on the remote. if for any reason you
can not use the remote (battery dead, lost remote, etc), you can always turn the light on and off with the main
button on the light and it will come on at full output. Make sure to turn off the

main switch on the light! Do not leave light “ON” as it will slowly drain
the battery even if the remote is used to turn the light off!!!

Mounting and QR Adjustment
Flip the rail mount quick release lever forward so it is loose and install onto rail QR lever
side first. Make sure the screw going across the rail mount falls into a slot on your rail.
Flip the lever back to tighten onto rail. DO NOT use excessive force on the lever. You
should feel tension at 45° from closed. Due to different tolerances and wear on your rail, the factory settings
may be too tight or too loose. To adjust the tightness, flip the lever forward to loosen the mount. Use a
flathead screwdriver to remove the screw at the base of the lever. Lift the lever straight out to remove it and
you will see a cross drilled screw head. turn this screw 1/4 turn clockwise to tighten or 1/4 turn counterclockwise to loosen. Reinstall the lever and screw, and test fit on your rail. Repeat as necessary to mount the
light securely onto your rail. Do not over tighten the lever as it can break the screw! Very

little tension is required to maintain tight fit on rail!

Sync Remote
If you need to replace your remote, batteries, or the remote has lost communication with the light, re-sync the
remote. depress the first button on the remote and then at the same time, the main button on the light and hold
them both down for approximately 5 seconds. The light will blink when it’s synced with the remote. You can now
control the light with the remote. If you want to pair more than one light with the remote, you can sync more than
one unit by following the same procedure with the additional lights. the remote battery should last 10,000
activations. Effective range for the remote is 10 inches.

TZ-980-IR only! Infrared LED light only
The IR light will show a faint red glow when using in the dark. This is unavoidable for the wavelength (850nm) used
with night vision goggles. It is a good way to confirm sync or power by looking at the actual IR LED if you are not
sure if the unit is turned on. This light is invisible to the naked eye, you must have night vision

gear to be able to “see” or utilize the IR light.
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